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Cluster state we would like
Pacemaker GUI

Apps + GW +
Messenger
running together
in a group on
same machine
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GW+Messenger in APP-Group

Group resources run together on just the master node,
starting in order, stopping in reverse order
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GroupWise 2014 installation
Install GW on the master node. In my case GW domain and po are
placed on the mirrored disk drive
Change cluster to use the other machine as master
Install GW on it the same way
Installation automatically adds cluster resource control script
/usr/lib/ocf/resources.d/novell/GroupWise
We will use it, after modification
We will not use /etc/init.d/grpwise
Ensure /etc/xinetd.d/gwha is disabled. We will not use it.
Now we are ready to add GW to the cluster as a set of individual
resources

Be aware that /etc/opt/novell/groupwise/gwha.conf is used by the
cluster, thus kept it the same on both cluster hosts
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Typical GW HA resource config
Script to use

Control sets to apply

Uses GroupWise script in
/usr/lib/ocf/resources.d/novell

The above GroupWise script calls upon gwha.conf
for operational details. This is important.
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Control set of a GW resource

Status
monitor

object_name value is
name given within [..]
of gwha.conf
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Gwha.conf entries (default settings)
(Read by the clustering software)
[domain_name]
server = /opt/novell/groupwise/agents/bin/gwmta
command = /etc/init.d/grpwise
startup = domain_name.mta
Busy machines may
delay = 2
need larger values
wait = 10
[post_office_name.domain_name]
server = /opt/novell/groupwise/agents/bin/gwpoa
command = /etc/init.d/grpwise
startup = post_office_name.poa
delay = 2
wait = 10
…

From GW2014_guide_install.pdf, page 98, here and following
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Gwha.conf, delay =
“The delay = setting controls the length of time between when the script
issues the command to start an agent and when the script displays a
message indicating that the agent has started. Default is 2 seconds.”
“Under certain circumstances, an agent could encounter a problem and
fail to start after 2 seconds. In this case, you would receive the success
message, but the agent would not be running.”
[This is a design problem which we must avoid.]
“You need to increase the delay = setting to accommodate the length of
time it typically takes for the agent to start successfully on your system.”

--------------------Falsely reporting Success to the cluster leads to a paradox (its status
check fails). The cluster can wedge when attempting a resource restart
while the resource is in the middle of starting. Not good.
Delay = 5 is more tolerant
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Gwha.conf, wait =
“The wait = setting controls the length of time between when the script issues
the command to stop an agent and when the script kills the agent if the agent
has not yet stopped. Default is 10 seconds.”
“Under certain circumstances, an agent could take longer than 10 seconds
to perform a normal shutdown, and killing the agent under those circumstances
would not be appropriate.
“You need to increase the wait = setting to accommodate the length of time it
usually takes for the agent to shut down.”

---------------wait = 10 seconds is good, 20 is not good (crosstalk within cluster)
The manual says what ought to happen. We must adjust a script to
ensure that stop does happen.
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Making stop really mean stop
In file /usr/lib/ocf/resources.d/novell/GroupWise, remove -TERM
# GroupWise_stop
# Desc: Stop the agent

GroupWise_stop()
{
if [ -f ${pid_file} ] ; then
killproc -p ${pid_file}
##WAS

-t ${agent[5]} ${agent[1]} >& /dev/null

killproc -p ${pid_file} -TERM -t ${agent[5]} ${agent[1]} >& /dev/null

SigTERM is largely ignored by some agents
If -TERM is stated then after a timeout no SigKILL will follow

Omit -TERM to imply SigTERM and enable SigKILL on timeout
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GW change summary
Remove -TERM from the killproc command line in
/etc/init.d/grpwise
(if your older version uses it)
/usr/lib/ocf/resources.d/GroupWise
Optionally change the delay= or wait= values in
/etc/opt/novell/groupwise/gwha.conf
Disable /etc/xinetd.d/gwha
Disable /etc/init.d/grpwise
which means chkconfig -d script
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Timing finesse
Synopsis: finish agent’s homework at the gwha.conf level
before the head master (Pacemaker) checks progress
Pacemaker resource monitors obtain status every 30 sec, with
a 60 second failure timeout to force a restart
Resource start/stop work should complete in much less than
30 seconds to provide proper status

Doing status or restart while a start or stop is in progress is
not a good idea, can wedge things
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Messenger v3
Install Messenger onto the cluster master node
This will create an eDir Messenger OU

Migrate mastership to other cluster node
Repeat installation the same way
Ties into the same eDir Messenger OU

Agent and archiver start/stop scripts are in /etc/init.d,
as files novell-nmma and novell–nmaa
The cluster must control Messenger stopping and starting
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Defining archive location

Storage spot moved to the mirrored drive so that it is
shared by each cluster server.
I manually created the above directory, changed ownership
to nvlmsgr:nvlmsgr.
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Clustering Messenger is tricky
Resourcing LSB scripts /etc/init.d/novell-nmma and novell–nmaa
into Pacemaker does not work
Adding [nmma] and [nmaa] clauses to
/etc/opt/novell/groupwise/gwha.conf (used by Pacemaker script
GroupWise) does not work

What are we to do?
Answer (not what you might expect):
Create intermediary shell start/stop scripts which invoke the
novell-nmma and novell–nmma shell scripts
Resource the intermediary scripts into Pacemaker
Why this works: more compatible Linux environment for original
scripts
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Intermediary shell scripts
#! /bin/sh
# Wrapper script to interface novell-nmma script with Pacemaker
# Author: Joe Doupnik
#
# /etc/init.d/cluster-nmma
. /etc/rc.status
rc_reset
Runs the original shell
. /etc/init.d/novell-nmma $1
rc_exit

script

#! /bin/sh
# Wrapper script to interface novell-nmaa script with Pacemaker
# Author: Joe Doupnik
#
# /etc/init.d/cluster-nmaa
. /etc/rc.status
Status passes through
rc_reset
to Pacemaker
. /etc/init.d/novell-nmaa $1
rc_exit

Have these files ready before the cluster software starts
Resource the cluster-nmXa scripts into Pacemaker
Disable (chkconfig -d ..) novell-nmma and novell-nmaa
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Cluster-nmma resource config
Script to use

Control sets to apply

There is the control
to restart on failure
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Cluster-nmma resource config

Status
monitor
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The result: quod erat demonstrandum

a
p
p
s
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The story in miniature
GroupWise agents can be slow to start or stop,
requiring adjusted timing + corrected script
SLES HA cluster is easily offended by misbehaviour,
holds grudges, may sulk and stall the cluster.
Avoid trouble by doing above timing adjustments.
Messenger scripts and HA cluster need different
enviroments, requiring intermediary translators
They lived together happily ever after
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